
PART II 

A CRITICAL EDITION OF SELECT ARABIC PAPYRI

Introduction to Part II
The eleven edited papyri presented below have been selected from all the 
pieces preserved in the JRULM. If they appear in CAP, full references are 
given, plus a full description and palaeographic comments, but no second 
plate is provided unless this was lacking in the CAP. If they do not appear 
in CAP and are thus fully described in Part I above, the appropriate refer 
ence number is provided, plus a photograph of the original text. Comments 
on the orthography of the papyri are to be found in commentaries.

Personal and family names, place names and dated papyri from 
those pieces which do not figure in Part I above find a place in the 
appropriate index in bold type under their Part II number. Such names 
and dated papyri which appear above in Part I will already find a place 
in the appropriate index under the original number or an Add. number.

The critical signs used below are those generally accepted by papy- 
rologists and found in Pestman, Primer, 14-15 and in the inside of the 
back cover:

[ ] lacuna
< > omission in the original with no space
[[ ]] deletion in the original
{ } cancelled by the editors
....... illegible letters.

In the translation, brackets (()) enclose words supplied by the editors in 
order to provide a smoother translation and/or to clarify the text further. 
Square brackets ([]) are used in the translation to indicate lacunae in the 
original as far as this is possible.

The eleven papyri edited below are:

1) AI3(C4P)
2) B II 10 (CAP )
3) Arabic Add. No. 351 (Part I)
4) D II 7 (CAP )
5) Arabic Add. No. 343 (Part I)
6) EIII 12 (CAP)
7) F IV 1 ( CAP )
8) D III 7 (CAP )
9) Arabic Add. No. 236 (Part I)
10) Arabic Add. No. 237 (Part I)
11) Arabic Add. No. 354 (Part I).
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The Texts
Text No. 1 - Instructions concerning the land tax
II.8, A I 3, Old Number 34
CAP, 18-19 and Plate 4

Description: Light brown, fine papyrus, 22 h x 20 cm w, 14 lines along 
the horizontal fibres, black ink.

Text:
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Translation: 
1. 1
1. 2 [..] and different methods of tax collection for the land tax of the 

year .[.. ... ...]
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11. 3-4 Send it on the understanding that what you are imposing on 
them for each of your instalments will be deposited in the 
[Treasury

1. 5 in accordance with the total sum and methods (of collection) of 
which you inform me in writing.

I. 6 Note this and pay no attention to Junadah's agent,
II. 7-8 nor to his house[ ]hold. The ag[en]t of anyone you name should 

pay you the land tax. Write to me informing me what you are 
imposing on them

1. 9 for each of your instalments so that I can give instructions to 
their

1. 10 guarantor to prepare to deposit (the land tax) in the Treasury 
with us.

1.11 Give Junadah's agent a free hand
1. 12 with his naphtha 'crop' and the land tax - also his house 

hold.
1. 13 Pay no attention to them in (this matter). Keep those with influ 

ence
1. 14 and those in positions of trust away from it (all), God willing.

This is an extremely interesting document, an official letter 
addressed by a high official to the land tax collector on the ground. 
One clear direction is that the writer be kept informed of all the tax 
collector is doing in his official work. It would appear that the col 
lector fixes at least the instalments of the land tax, if not the 
amount of the tax itself (11. 3-4). That the land tax can be paid in 
instalments is a well known fact. The high official would appear to 
be intervening here in the case of Junadah, his agent and his family, 
implying that the tax collector should leave them out of his 
reckoning.

Commentary:
1. 2 This appears to be the meaning of wujuh here and in 1. 5 

below. It might also mean how the tax expenditure was 
made.

1. 3 The imperative is clearly dual here, although the remainder 
in the text are singular. The final two words of the line 
might read rather tilka al-mudunu and the translation then 
would read '... that these towns deposit what you impose 
upon them/what is imposed upon them ...'. The word fala 
appears to be written as cayn - lam only, without alif 
maqsurah.
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11. 3-4 For tabl in this sense, see Grohmann, APEL, ii, 37; Khan, SAP, 
73 and Khoury, Chrestomathie, 122. See also Cooper, 'Kharaj 
tax', 367. 374-75. For the phrase fi kull tabl, see Grohmann, 
APEL, iii, 102.

1. 5 For the word cala, see the comment on 1. 3 above.
1. 7 adkhala is here to be associated with dakhl, 'income'. 

There is a clear lacuna between the two Arabic words //- 
ahli and bayti-hi, but there are no words or letters miss 
ing.

1. 11 NB khain, the imperative of khalla.
1. 12 Margoliouth (CAP, 19) refers to Abu Salih, Churches, 

276, where he mentions springs of white naphtha in 
Aswan.

1. 13 Perhaps to keep them from corruption.

Palaeography and date:
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; the attached 
alif extends below the base line; the /Zm of 1. 5 has an exaggerated 
upper stroke which rises above the following letter; there is one 
example (1. 14) of the initial shin in the form of a horizontal line 
with three dots above; sad/dad is written as an oval shape with no 
tooth on the left (1. 13); the base of the initial eayn extends to the 
right (1. 6); the initial fa 3/qaf is elevated (1. 13); there are examples 
(e.g. 11. 8, 10, 11, etc.) of the kaf which is elongated horizontally 
with the upper stroke parallel to the base line and a rightward shaft 
at the top and of the kaf with a curved top and no shaft (11. 4, 6, 7, 9, 
etc.); the medial and final ha 3 varies considerably in form, there 
being examples of the wavy end (1. 5), the upward loop (11. 4, 7, 10, 
etc.) and two with the shaft at the top inclining to the left (1. 2, 6); 
the medial ya 3 rises above teeth of the following s~m (1. 7); the tail of 
the final ya 3 returns to the right (11. 5, 7, 9); there is one example (1. 
11) of the final yd 3 mu carraqah ; there are connecting strokes 
between letters (11. 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, etc.); some dots (11. 4, 13, 
14, etc.). 
The date is 3rd/9th century.

Text No. 2 - Receipt for a land tax payment 
HI.l.BII 10, Old Number 8 
CAP, 20-21 and Plate 1

Description: brown papyrus, 22 h x 11 cm w, alif \ cm, 12 lines along 
the horizontal fibres, black ink.
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Text:

t>4a> jll
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Translation:
11. 1 The year [2]95
1. 2 payment 3 Farmutah dinar 'A Vs '/8
1. 3 In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
1. 4 Muhammad bn Abl al-Ashhal has paid the khara \j ] imposed

upon him 
1. 5 for what he has cultivated on the land of(?) Alhun bn cAbdallah

b. Waqqad 
1. 6 a half, plus a third, plus an eighth of a mithqal dinar, without

any discount,
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1. 7 to Nicholas son of Andunah, the cashier, in the presence of the
deputy

1. 8 of Abu clsa Muhammad bn al-c Abbas al-cAbbasl, the kharaj-official- 
1. 9 God honour him! - for the land tax of the year two hundred and

ninety-five. 295.
1. 10 Nicholas son of Andunah wrote (this receipt) in his own hand. 
1. 11 'A'A'A dinar.

This is a receipt handed over to the payer on payment of the land tax. It 
should be noted that the document is signed by the cashier and the payment 
is witnessed by the kharaj - official himself. This document differs some 
what from the one which follows which is a similar receipt. The insertion of 
the fractions of the payment in signs in 11. 2 and 11 is common practice.

Commentary:
1. 1 295 corresponds to AD 908 and is presumably the year of the 

kharaj.
1. 2 al-dafah (see Grohmann, 'Neue Beitrage', 228) seems more likely 

than al-rucfah (cf. CAP, 21). The figure '3' may indicate that this is 
the third instalment, or the third receipt. Farmutah is OapjJ.O'uGi, 
27 March - 25 April (Pestman, Primer, 315). Grohmann suggests 
(APEL, iv, 51) that taxes paid in cash were generally paid in 
Phamenoth and occasionally in Pharmouthi and Pauni. This rule, 
observed in the Graeco-Roman period, was not apparently fol 
lowed during the Arab administration in Egypt. Then the land tax 
was paid in various months of the years (Grohmann, APEL, iii, 
194). Since the flax harvest took place in Pharmouthi, it is tempt 
ing to see this as the crop in question here, dinar is here written 
without the alifal-madd, as it is in 1. 11 below.

1. 5 This would appear to be the meaning of cala here in the expres 
sion ... cam-md ?araca cala Alhun .... But cf. Grohmann, APEL, 
iii, 156, 'on behalf of ...'. For the name Alhun, see Ibn Durayd, 
Ishtiqaq, 178. It is clearly spelt with two lams in the text.

1. 6 dinar is here spelt with alif al-madd ; cf. 11. 2 above and 11 
below. For the mithqal weight, see Grohmann, APEL, i, 71 and 
Hinz,Masse, 1-8. For sarf, see Grohmann, APEL, iii, 156-7 and 
Khoury, Chrestomathie, 214.

1. 7 For jahbadh/jahbad, from the Persian kahbad, see Khan, SAP, 62, 
with references. Suyufi (Lubb al-lubab, 72) gives the vocalization 
jihbidh and defines it as naqid al-dhahab, i.e. the official in the 
mint who examines the gold coins to separate good from bad.

1. 8 For camil in this context, see Khan, SAP, 62, 'accountant'. This 
particular official cannot be traced in the sources available to us.

1.11 dinar is here spelt without the alifal-madd.
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Palaeography:
The attached alif extends below the base line (11. 3, 9, etc.); the initial bd3 
of the basmalah rises well above the teeth of the following sin (1. 4); there 
are examples of the medial and final s~m written as a straight horizontal 
line (11. 9, 10, etc.); the letter sad in 1. 7 has an oval shape without a tooth 
on the left; the normally vertical stroke of the to3 inclines slightly to the 
right (1. 11); the base of the initial eayn extends to the right (1. 6); the initial 
faz/has a curved top with no shaft (1. 11); there are examples of the final 
ha* with a wavy end (11. 3, 11, etc.); the medial yd3 rises above the teeth of 
the following sin (1. 9); the final yd3 is mifarraqah (11. 5, 9); undotted.

Text No. 3 - Receipt for a land tax payment 
Arabic Add. No. 351

9 lines 

Text:
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Translation: 
recto - 
1. 1 
1.2

Three, 3. Payment 'A '/6 'A.
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
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1. 3-4 Kayl bn Bustulu[s] ... has paid the kharaj imposed upon him for
his own property, one third, plus one sixt[h, plus] one eighth of
a mithqal dinar, 

1. 5 without any discount, nor any (other) payment, to Minya bn
Shanudah, 

1. 6 the cashier, as the price of what he has already cultivated of his
land for the land tax 

1. 7 for the year (ninety-)one carried over [to (be paid together) with
the year] two hundred and [nin]ety-two.

1. 8 Minya bn Shanudah wrote (this receipt) in his own hand. 
1.9 Dinar

This documents differs from the previous one, although it has the 
same purpose. It is written by the cashier to whom the land tax is 
handed over but on this occasion there is no witness (cf. 2 above). 
Here the year is written into the middle of the text rather than begin 
ning the document.

Commentary:
1. 1 We take 'three' to be the number of the payment, or the instal 

ment.
1. 4 For mithqal, see 2, 1. 7 above, dinar is spelt without the alif 

al-madd.
1. 5 See 2, 1. 6 above. The name Minya bn Shanudah occurs also in 

Arabic Add. No. 67 in Part I above.
1. 6 See 2,1. 7 above.
1. 7 The years 291-2 correspond to AD 903-5. It seems that carry 

ing the land tax over into the following year was a not uncom 
mon practice. See 4,11. 7-8 below.

1. 9 dinar is spelt without the alif al-madd. The fractions are 
deduced from the text, 11. 3-4.

Text No. 4 - Document concerning the leasing of land 
IX.6,DII7, Old Number 44 
CAP, 105-6 and Plate 19

Description: brown papyrus, 25 h x 15 cm w, 13 lines along the horizontal 
fibres, black ink.
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Text:
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Translation:
1. 1 [In the name of God, the Compassionjate, the Merciful.
1. 2 [This is a docjument from Is[h]aq bn [Zi]yad, district-governor
1.3 [of al-Layth bn a]l-Fadl, client of the Commander of the Faithful

- God preserve him! - over the 
1. 4 [district of Low]er Ashmun, to al-Husayn bn Ayman. I have

granted to you as a lease 
1. 5 [.........].... seven fadddn s with the rent of seven dinars and .[....]
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1. 6 [....].. which we have asked you cultivate. As for the year 181, 
1. 7 pay the land tax for it according to the governor's allocation - 
1. 8 God preserve him! - together with that of the year 182. 
1. 9 You must pay in [it] (the year 181) the same tax as that imposed on
I. 10 all the inhabitants of the district of Lower Ashmun, God willing.
II. 11-12 (This document) was written in Dhu al-Qacdah in the year 182. 
1. 13 faddan dinar 

877

This is an extremely interesting and important document for the historical and 
administrative information it contains. Ishaq bn Ziyad, the district-governor of 
Lower Ashmun under the well known governor of Egypt, al-Layth bn al-Fad, him 
self appointed by Harun al-Rashld, is issuing a document to a farmer who has 
already begun to cultivate some land (See Cooper, TQiaraj tax5,366-7). This docu 
ment, dated late 182, gives dejure recognition to a land-leasing arrangement which 
was already in de facto existence in the year 181. The tenant-farmer is to be permit 
ted to pay the land tax for the year 181 together with that for 182. Margoliouth 
(CAP, 106) rightly points to the low rent, a dinar afaddan, and suggests the kharqj 
would be high. See also in this connection Grohmann, APEL, ii, 31-5.

Commentary:
1. 2 There would appear to be space in the damaged papyrus for hadha, 

although with elongated letters it may simply begin 'kitab min ...'. See 
Grohmann, APEL, ii, 35 (1. 2 of the Arabic text). Ishaq bn Ziyad, 
clearly here the governor (camil ) of a district (see Grohmann, APEL, 
iii, 123), does not feature in the reference works at our disposal.

1. 3 Al-Layth bn al-Fadl, an Abbasid governor of Egypt from Khurasan 
appointed in 182/798 by Harun al-Rastod, remained there for four years 
before his dismissal and return to Baghdad See Kincfo, al-Wulah, 139; Ibn 
Taghnbardi, Nigirn, ii, 113; Zirikli, A'lam, v, 248. The fact that al-Layth bn 
al-Fad was the 'client5 (mawla ) of Harun al-Rasrud is not recorded in the 
sources which, however, do report that he was the governor (wati ) of 
Egypt Perhaps we should read nutwalla, 'appointed as wah'.

1.4 In this early period, both Acla Ashmun and Asfal Ashmun were sep 
arate districts (sing, kurah ) (Grohmann, APEL, iii, 122-3 and iv, 
192). Later Maqnzi, Khitat, i, 116, mentions Kurat al-Ashmunayn.

1. 5 danariir is here spelt without alifal-madd.
1. 6 Reading salna-k (for stfalria-ka ) tazrcf-ha. It may also be read sola/an li- 

tazrcfa-ha, meaning 'as an advanced payment so that you can cultivate if. 
181 corresponds to AD 797-8. thamaw is here spelt without alifal-madd.

1. 7 If the reading wa-tadfacu is correct, note the syntax after amma . 
The letter could be fa3, but, in this case, it is not joined in the 
usual way to the front of the verb. NB the second person singu 
lar of the imperfect with an imperative meaning.
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11. 7-8 See e.g. Grohmann, APEL, ii, 29-30.
1. 8 NB ithnayni after sanat . See Hopkins, Studies, 113. 182 corre

sponds to AD 798-9. 
1. 11 DhO al-Qac dah 182 corresponds to January 799. thamamn is

here spelt without the alifal-madd. 
1. 13 dinar is here spelt without the alifal-madd.

Palaeography:
The attached alif extends below the base line (11. 2, 6, 7); the initial and medial 
be? rises well above the preceding and following sin (1. 5); the medial dad is 
elongated horizontally with the upper stroke parallel to the base line and a tooth 
on the left (1. 9); the normally vertical stroke of the za3 inclines to the right (1. 8); 
the base of the initial fayn extends to the right (11. 2, 6, 7, 9, etc.); the initial kaf 
is elongated horizontally with the upper stroke parallel to the base line and a 
rightward shaft at the top (11. 4, 9, 11, etc.); the final ha3 of Allah (11. 3, 10) is 
level with the top of the preceding /oras; the tail of the final yc? returns to the 
right (11. 3, 4, 9, etc.) or is mifarraqah (11. 3, 7, 11, etc.); there are examples of 
extended connecting strokes between letters (11. 1, 7, 10, etc.); two dots in 1. 4.

Text No. 5 - Document concerning the leasing of land 
Arabic Add. No. 343

9 lines 

Texf

up]
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Translation:
1. 1 [In the name of God] t[he] Compassionate, the Merciful.
1. 2 [This is a docume]nt from Ziyad bn al-Khattab (addressed) to

Yacqub al-Shammas. You asked me 
1. 3 [t]o rent to you a quarter of afaddan of land from the west bank

[op]po[site]... for one half, plus one eighth of a dinar,
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1. 4 the rate for one faddan being two dinars and half a mithqal . I
agreed to (do) that for you and rented out to you 

1.5 a quarter of a faddan for one half, plus one eighth of a dinar, (to
be countered) for the kharaj of the year 228. 

1. 6 I handed it over to you and you took it from me on the basis that
you left none of it fallow. It is obligatory 

1. 7 for you (to cultivate it). Any additions you make are in accor
dance with what you registered from me. (This document) was
written in

1. 8 al-Muharram 228. 
1. 9 faddan for dinars

A land leasing document similar to the previous. There is a 
stronger provision here (cf. 4 above) that the land must be cultivated 
and cannot be allowed to remain fallow. The rent of the land in the 
previous document is one dinar per faddan of land; here it is 2'/2 
dinars.

Commentary:
1. 3 This might conceivably mean 'on the west bank', dinar is spelt

without the alifal-madd.
1. 4 dinarayn is spelt without the alifal-madd. 
1. 5 For the expression li-kharaji sanati ..., cf. Grohmann, APEL, ii,

53. dinar is spelt without the alifal-madd. 
1. 6 For the verb bawwara, Grohmann, 53 and Khoury,

Chrestomathie, 191.
1. 8 al-Muharram 228 corresponds to October 842. 
1. 9 bi-dandriir is spelt without the alifal-madd.

Text No. 6 - Instruction for providing mounts 
IV.3, E III 12, Old Number 19 
CAP, 29 and Plate 5

Description: fine, brown papyrus, 13 w x 9 cm h, alifO.l cm, 7 lines 
across the vertical fibres, black ink.
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Text:
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Translation: 
recto -

. 1 In the name of [G]od, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

. 2 From cTsa bn Abl cAt[a t]o the postmaster of Ashmun.

. 3 Give my messenger Muslim

. 4 two post mounts, one of them

. 5 the post guide's mount. Written by Muhammad in the month 
11. 6-7 of RabV II, in the year one hundred and twenty-seven. 
verso - 
1. 1 From cTsa bn Abl cAta [to the post]master of Ashman.

This is the earliest dated papyrus in the CAP, but possibly not the 
earliest in the JRULM; see Arabic Add. No. 236 above. See Ragib, 
'Lettres', I, 8-9. There are six pieces on the same subject and those authors 
who can be identified reveal that they are all high ranking state officials; 
all are addressed to the postmaster of Ashmun; see 7, F IV 1 below.

Commentary:
1. 2 cTsa bn Abl cAta3 al-Macafm arrived in Egypt to take charge of 

the kharaj in Shawwal 125/September 742. He was removed 
from Egypt in Jumada II 127/March 745, two months after this 
document was written, but returned in al-Muharram 
128/October 745. He appears to have remained in office until 
131/748^49 at the earliest. See Kindi, al-Wulah, 83, 85, 86, 89 
and 354. The word sahib is here spelt without the alifal-madd.
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1. 4 NB ihday-himd which may also of course read ihdat-humd. See 
Hopkins, Studies, 16, with references. The word cala is spelt 
here cayn-ldm without the alif maqsurah.

1 . 5 Forjuraniq, see the Persian parwdnak, the guide of the post official, see 
Lane, Lexicon, 2389; Steingass, Dictionary, 245; Ragib, 'Lettres', 7.

11. 6-7 Rabic II 127 corresponds to February AD 745.

Palaeography:
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters and in some cases has 
a curved hook to the left at the bottom (11. 1, 5, 6, etc.); there is one example of 
the attached alif extending below the base line (1. 4); the initial bo* of the bas- 
malah rises above the teeth of the following sin (1. 1); the dal is in the shape of 
a right angle with a rightward shaft at the top (1. 5); the initial sad has an oval 
shape without the tooth on the left (1. 2); the normally vertical stroke of the to3 
inclines to the right (1. 2); the base of the initial fayn extends to the right (11. 2, 
4, 6, etc.); the tail of the final yd3 returns considerably to the right (11. 3, 5, etc.); 
the Idm-alif joins together in the shape of the letter v (1. 6); examples of 
extended connecting strokes between letters (11. 1, 5, 6, etc.); undotted.

Text No. 7 - Instruction for providing mounts 
IV.5, F IV 1, Old Number 318 
CAP, 30

Description: fine, brown papyrus, 8.6 h x 7.4 cm w, alif 0.4-0. 6 cm, 
recto - 6 lines across the vertical fibres, verso - 1 line along the horizon 
tal fibres, black ink.

Text:

Affl
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(recto)

(verso)
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Translation:
recto -
1. 1 In the name of God, the Compassionate, [the Merciful].
1. 2 From £Abd al-Malik bn Mar[wan to the postmaster of Ashmun].
1. 3 Give cAbd al-Harrfld, [my messenger,... who is]
1. 4 a fair, handsome youth, t[wo post mounts],
1. 5 one of them the [post guide's] mount. [Written by ..... in the

month]
1. 6 of Shawwal, in the year [one hundred and thirty-]one. 
verso - 
1. 1 [From cAbd al-Malik bn Marwan to] the postmaster of Ashmun.

Commentary:
recto -
1. 2 c Abd al-Malik bn Marwan al-Nusayfi was appointed governor

(wan ) of Egypt in 131/748; see Kindi, al-Wulah, 93. Cf. Ragib,
'Lettres', V, 16, who reads *Abd al-Malik b. Yazid'. The latter is
the author of the other five letters of this type. 

1. 3 One should perhaps read '[messenger of..., who is]'. 
1. 4 Ragib reads jay tar, which is certainly possible, and translates

'petit'. 
1. 6 Reading cAbd al-Malik bn Marwan in 1. 2 necessitates a date of

131. Ragib reads 141. Shawwal 131 corresponds to June 749. 
Palaeography:
Recto - the independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; the 
attached alif extends below the base line; the initial ba 3 of the bas- 
malah rises above the teeth of the following sin ; other sin s are in the 
form of a straight horizontal line; the base of the initial cayn extends to 
the right; there are extensions of the connecting strokes between let 
ters; undotted. Verso - the sad is oval without the tooth on the left; 
undotted.
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Text No. 8 - Letter giving purchasing instructions 
VI. 12, D III 7, Old Number 40 
CAP, 45-6 and Plate 10

Description: yellowish-brown papyrus, slightly soiled, 22 h x 14 cm w, 
alif 0.6-0.8 cm, 22 lines along horizontal fibres, black ink.

Text:

-oil

<dlt tittle.

JI

c> V! i^ A! ll c^u > o
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j-a *^ J 4-UCr 1 V

W

" _J ja, _o

Y Y

Translation:
1. 1 To Abu al-Layth.
1. 2 Abu 'Abdallah cAbd al-Ac la bn Muriir.
1.3 In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
1. 4 From Abu al-Harith to Abu al-Layth.
1.5 To continue - God give you and us good health!
1. 6 c Abd al-Ac la, the secretary of Ibn Kharshah, who lives in

Qahqawah 
1. 7 gave me a dinar to buy him some bread with it when he passed

by us 
1. 8 as he went up-stream. He sent it with a messenger and asked me

to buy 
1. 9 a third of a dinar of black olives for him. He also wrote me a

(letter which he sent) with his messenger, 
1. 10 instructing me to hand this over to (the messenger). (c Abd al-

Ac la) sent me the three dirhams 
1. 11 for the price of the olives, plus one other dinar, asking me to buy

him some bread with it 
1. 12 along with the first dinar, (but) we do not think he made any

mention of them in his letter.
1. 13 (Therefore), I have already sent his messenger on to you (bring 

ing) the three dirhams and the dinar 
1. 14 which he sent (me). So take him a dinar's worth of bread from

Faraj according to what it will approximately 
1. 15 buy. Buy (it) for him with the other dinar from the market, if

you can.
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1. 16 Take five jars of black olives from Said
1. 17 from his stock and carry it to (cAbd al-Acla's) boat. Write him a

letter 
1. 18 on my behalf as a reply to his letter to me, informing him of

what olives I/you sent him 
1. 19 and bread. The dinar('s worth of bread) which you take from

Faraj should be from your own pocket. 
1. 20 Pay it to (Faraj) for the price [[...]] of the bread until I arrive.

The dinar's worth 
1. 21 from your own pocket, 
1. 22 with which you will buy from the market, take it from (Abo al-

Acla's) messenger and hand it over.

This rather confused private letter has been edited here in particular 
because of its linguistic interest. It is almost pure colloquial Arabic and, 
read out loud, it could be taken for just that. See above, Introduction, 
The Language of the Arabic Papyri.

Commentary:
1. 2 Abi cAbdallah is the clear reading here, as Margoliouth realized

(CAP, 45). This kunyah and its accompanying names are thus a
mystery. 

1. 6 Qahqawah, capital of a kurah of the same name, is situated
south of Abu Tij on the left bank of the Nile, the modern-day
Kum Asfaht. See Khoury, Chrestomathie, 90. Maqnz~i,Khitat,
i, 116, assigns 37 villages to the kurah . 

1. 7 The pluperfect, kana dafafa, appears to have no force here.
Khubz. could throughout be read as hibr, ink, or even jubn,
cheese. NB khubz. for an indefinite accusative form, dinar is
here spelt without the alif al-madd, as in 11. 9, 12, 13, 15, 20
below.

1. 8 NB mufid for an indefinite accusative hal form. 
1. 10 NB bi-thalathat al-darahim . thaldthat is here spelt without the

alif al-madd, as in 1. 13 below. 
1. 11 NB khubz. for an indefinite accusative form. 
1. 12 NB the asyndetic clause beginning Id nazfumu ... . The fi-hd

refers to al-darahim. NB dhikr for an indefinite accusative
form.

1. 15 NB wa-ishtari, the masculine singular imperative of ishtara. 
1. 16 NB khamsah/khamsat qilal, the singular of the latter of which is

qullah, feminine.
1. 17 NB kitab for an indefinite accusative form. 
1. 20 NB tadfacu-hu, a second person singular imperfect verb with an

imperative meaning.
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1. 22 NB tashtan-hi perhaps for tashtarl bi-hi and this second relative 
clause lacks the relative pronoun.

Palaeography and date:
The independent a/if rises above similar vertical letters (11. 2,4, 8, etc.); the 
attached alif extends below the base line (11. 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, etc.); the medial 
sad has an oval shape without the tooth on the left (1. 8); the base of the ini 
tial cayn extends to the right (11. 2, 6, 12, 16, etc.); there is one example of 
the kaf which is elongated horizontally with the upper stroke parallel to the 
base line and an upward shaft at the top (1. 12); there are examples of the 
kaf in the shape of a lam (11. 6, 10, 19, etc.); the final ha3 in the word Allah 
(1. 2) rises level with the preceding lams; the tail of the final ya3 returns to 
the right (11. 1, 8,14, 20, etc.); some dots (11. 2, 7, 14,16,17,19, etc.). 
The date is 3rd/9th century.

Text No. 9 - Dated IOU for barley 
Arabic Add. 236

6 lines 

Text:

s
a** Y

Li jl f

,
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Translation:
1. 1 On the subject of the [prijce of barley. Dinar 1. 
1.2 In the name [of God], the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
1. 3 Bashshar owes Siwak the price of
1. 4 some barley (which he got) from him, one dinar, God willing. 
1. 5 Written in 84. 
1.6 Dinar 

1

An interesting IOU with a broken clay seal. It seems that receipts 
and lOUs in particular carried seals.

Commentary:
1. 1 dinar is spelt without the alif al-madd.
1. 4 min-hu dinar might be read miyah dinar, 'one hundred dinars', 

but the amount in figures is in any case given in 1. 1 and 100 
appears excessive whatever the amount of barley might be. 
dinar is spelt without the alif al-madd.
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1. 5 If the reading 84, rather than 204, is correct, this is the oldest 
Arabic papyrus in the JRULM. 84 is the equivalent of AD 703, 
204 of AD 8 19.

1. 6 dinar is spelt without the alif al-madd.

Palaeography:
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; the attached alif 
extends below the base line; the ba3 rises above the teeth of the following 
sin/shin : the shin is also written as a straight horizontal line; the base of 
the fa\n extends slightly to the right; the initial kaf is written as a curve 
without the shaft at the top; the final attached ha3 is in the shape of a large 
inverted comma stretching back over the word and crossing the letters of 
the line above; the tail of the final \a3 returns to the right; undotted.

Text No. 10 - Private letter 
Arabic Add. No. 237

10 lines 

Text:

JAA, jll Aill ULI

Jc.1 sjjLu ^ji j*k AJ§ t*l]

-Oil Li l

jl Alll JJj 4u^ ^dj -US

V

Li * - j ̂ ^ ^ 2SB All

AIM 0

Alll JILI Alii Li jl Aall AU. jV
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I01 ! a 3 4 » > 7 8 9 10
JOHN RYI.ANDS LIBRARY
INCH

Translation:
verso -
1.1
1.2

In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
May I be made your ransom! I have previously already written a
letter to you on the very day

1. 3 I arrived from al-Fustat. In it I explained to you what was hap 
pening to Abu Yacqub - God fortify him! - 

1. 4 and what to Abu Sahl - God preserve him! - in regard to what you
expected of me, (namely) your receiving (the news), God willing. 

1. 5 You wrote the reply, giving each one (of them) an answer, but I
heard nothing from you 

1. 6 in it (about yourself). I have received your letter. I ask God to
preserve and fortify you.
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1. 7 You have realised that Suwariq(?) is waiting for news of you all
the time, so keep on - 

1. 8 God fortify you! - writing to me (giving) me your news and
(telling) me how you are and how those with you are, God willing. 

1.9 If you write Abu Yacqub a letter - God fortify him! - send it to me (first) 
1. 10 so that I can send it on to him, God willing. God preserve you!

This is a private letter, written to follow up a previous letter, typical 
of many others in this collection and in the Arabic papyri in general. NB 
the use of kunyahs rather than isms which would generally imply respect 
and politeness.

Commentary:
1. 7 One would expect a personal name here and the reading 

Suwariq is tentative.

Palaeography and date:
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; some attached alifs 
extend below the base line; the b& of the basmalah rises above the teeth of the 
following sin ; the initial fun, ha* and khcf have an exaggerated upper stroke 
which rises above the following letters; sin/shin is written as a straight, horizon 
tal line with a stroke above; sad is oval in shape without the tooth on the left; 
there is one example of the normally vertical stroke of the la3 inclining to the 
right; the base of the initial cayn extends to the right; the initial kafis written as a 
curve without the shaft at the top; the final kafis written in the shape of the letter 
lam ; the final attached ha* is written with a wavy end; the tail of the final yc? 
returns to the right and there is one example of the ya3 mifarraqah ; the lam-alif 
joins together forming the shape of the letter v; some joined words; some dots. 
The date is 2nd-3rd/8th-9th century.

Text No. 11 - Letter addressed to an amir from a community of 
Christian monks complaining of harsh treatment and heavy fines 
Arabic Add. No. 354

30 lines 
Text:

j .... j ifcyuj ajo^jj »ljSj oj-J-C. fbl [j j.LaVt Uj <N1 J-J-U *

....[........................................................................] r
.[..........................................................]...
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....[................................................].... Abe. j*u oia Ijia

fbl au

....[.................................................... .]SjUj til ^.ul 1. j£u V

JaiS jspll I JA JiJjS Ja.j tu j-j jl VI Uafrl V j ja.1 V j AJJ! til <j-.il jl+5 J.J <jU j A

tiull .*L*-a Jl j^l 1 JA ^ (jaJS jjSLy*- U**ii <jaJj tijji jA ^ jj^Jb ^

|^| ^ V j^Sllj jai*-Hj L)^ l^ t£ S^LJi ^ liaJii 0^*^' l> U1.^ 1 ^ '

jo-Vl jb Jl Ij^Uj IJMa.lj IjjJil fAtijJJj IjKI Ula j-pll I J4 J^Jj ^ )

c_jLill ll IJJ -^ U L£«J Ja. JJlli Ai»a. li-C- UJ- L*- Lijj ) Y

AiL^il j> LiiL U *IL [All! Jil 

ij jL ftjc fbl j elL -Ull JL1 j^VI <>uj <ASj cP-I-jj] ^1-^^' j]

....

a. j> Lij J jjj tilljJ ^Llj U^A ^ia Aja.UM ^ ̂ Jl jJI ^^a.1— j ^ V

i JS ^ <JI ^jjj o^j ̂ ^1 ... ...[......] u

UiL jAl lijk. (j j ̂ 'n LJa £j*± Vj ^jj Ijl o-Jj Uv«Jj ^jJC-J ... 1-^ ^ 1

JILI j-j-Vpj <ill] Ja« j.^11 IJA VI .... ... o£L- li^J. l^ l Y .

...... ...... u

jl JjS ftliu til Ul lil-u {!}-! j^l I JA ^ tijk <j t>w^ ^ifl jUJI .... Yr

*> fbl j »lij Alll JILI jji-VI Affl iltl Jij Lu-iil ^:Gii jjij Y t

Alll Jl J Aljfc j £»*> ^ AJjAiJI <-U j <£jLL*ll AjljJ ^ .iaJ ^Ikj Jl Y O

SjU-ilL AJ ^j tiLw <1 -kuuj UjSj li^ij I jit Alll 6 jtl jA-aVI Y T

ftUu Alll JU.I j^VI (/I ja <uk j^Ull j dUJ ^j AJl f^uil j Y V

<lll U jl ljja.L. X-iL. tij-l i> <jll Lu^jl Ujj YA

•Ult Alll Jj ......j .....j AliU-j sjji-^J <l«l>j fl> rblj jo-VI IL Alll JLLI Y^

jc. AJUI -Uil Li A-»^ll Ajll AjL»a.l ^ jl j Jt V »
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Translation:
1. 1 In the name of Go[d, the Compassionate, [the Merciful].
1. 2 God pro[long the amir's life and] make his [might and nobility],

his authority, his happiness, .... and ..... endure!
1.3 [........................................................................................]....
1. 4 .....the amir .... [..................................................................]...
1. 5 glory, for He has dispensed His justice ....[............................]....
1. 6 We - God make the amir's might endure! - are folk of the com

munity of [...............................................................t]own of
1.7 Asyut. We do not practice commerce [...............................

1. 8 monks, night and day, we have no (private) houses(?), nor
wages, nor pay. Whenever anyone comes by and enters this
monastery, we give him hospitality, 

1. 9 (providing him) with bread which is our staple diet. We are
defenceless, wretched. We were in this monastery when there
came to us 

1. 10 some of the sultan's supporters. We let them in, as we do (every
one), both great and lowly; we turn away no one 

1. 11 coming to this monastery. When they had eaten and we had
treated them well, they seized all of us and took us to the amir's
residence. 

1. 12 [He] beat us violently and imposed such a fine on us that we
sent what cloths/clothes we had in this monastery 

1. 13 [be]fore we could redeem ourselves. So we have fled, making
for God and the gate of 

1. 14 the [amir - God prolong] his life! - because of what we have
heard of his just treatment and the justice which he has dis
pensed to his subjects, both near 

1.15 [and far], (seeking refuge) in God and in the justice of the amir
- God prolong his life and make his might last! - for him to be
kindly disposed towards us 

1. 16 [in h]is plentiful kindness and justice. We [se]ek refuge in
God and in the justice of the amir in the matter of these sup
porters 

1.17 and their leader, the governor of the district. He has destroyed us
and declared our property ownerless. He has attacked us
unjustly and outrageously 

1. 18 [......] ... ... the tyrant. We pay him a quarter of a dinar per month
in .... dinars 

1. 19 injustice ... enmity and compulsion. We have no cultivable land,
nor livestock. Why do they show us hostility? Is it (because of)
our religion
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1. 20 or (that) we are defenceless and wretched? ... .... except for this
monastery in the justice of [God and t]he amir - God prolong 
his life!

1. 21 ...... ...... no ...... nor refuge ...... .... .... ......
1. 22 ............ to ............. in kindness and beneficence. Indeed
1. 23 .... the ass which was donated to us in this monastery so that we 

can draw water, we sold it before being able to
1. 24 redeem ourselves. God has protected the amir - God prolong his 

life and make his might endure! -
1. 25 from anyone oppressing any of his subjects during his blessed 

rule, during his auspicious days - God increase
1. 26 the amir! God make him mighty with his high rank, nobility and 

generosity, grant him authority and bring him good fortune in 
the end,

1. 27 also tranquillity. He is the one who can support (all) this and 
who can bring it to pass! The amir's opinion - God prolong his- 
life!-

1. 28 of what we have come to in the end ........., God willing.
1. 29 God prolong the life of the amir and make his might, magna 

nimity, authority, happiness, ..... and ...... endure!
1. 30 God has increased His good treatment of him; mercy is some 

thing of major importance to him and his way of conducting 
himself.

This is a letter of such social interest that, although it has a number 
of problems of reading and interpretation, we felt we had to include it in 
this section. The letter, clearly written by a Christian, is composed in 
quite an elevated epistolary style with words and phrases which may 
well be reflections of earlier Christian writings. Suggestions of religious 
discrimination (1. 19) are of particular interest and it is to be regretted 
that the text contains neither names nor a date.

Commentary:
1. 7 The well known town is spelt Suyut in the text.
1. 8 Reading 3 w y h ?
1. 13 qabla an is used almost with the meaning 'so that'. See also 1. 23

below. 
1. 23 An interesting use of the verb tasaddaqa in this context!

Palaeography and date:
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; some attached 
alifs extend below the base line; the ba3 of the basmalah rises above the 
teeth of the following sin, on occasions having a hook to the left at the 
top; sin/shin on occasions is written as a straight, horizontal line;
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sad/dad is written with an oval shape without the tooth on the left; the 
normally vertical stroke of the fa* inclines to the right; the base of the 
initial cayn/ghayn extends to the right; the kaf on occasions is elongated 
horizontally with the upper stroke parallel to the base line and a right- 
ward shaft at the top, but on other occasions it is written with a curve 
and a rightward shaft at the top; the initial ha* is written as a downward 
stroke; there are three different types of the final attached ha3 : a wavy 
end; rising level with the top of the preceding lams', and having a shaft 
at the top inclining to the right; the waw on occasions takes the shape of 
the letter ra* ; the initial ya> rises above the teeth of the following sin ; 
the final yd* is either written with the tail returning to the right or 
mifarraqah ; the lam-alif joins together forming the shape of the letter 
v; some joined words; some dots. 
The date is 3rd/9th century.


